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1.0 Purpose 
The purpose of this calculation is to document the WAPDEG version 3.09 (CRWMS M&O 1998b. 
SofhYare Routine Report for WAPDEG (Version 3.09)) simulations used to analyze waste package 
degradation and failure under the repository exposure conditions characterized by a two-tier thermal 
loading repository design. Also documented is the post-processing of these results into tables of 
waste-package-degradation-time histories suitable for use as input into the Integrated Probabilistic 
Simulator for Environmental Systems (RIP) version 5.19.01 (Golder Associates 1998) computer 
program. 
Specifically, the WAPDEG simulations discussed in this calculation correspond to waste package 
emplacement conditions (repository environment and design) as defined in the Total System 
Performance Assessment - Viability Assessment (CRWMS M&O 1998a. Total System Per$onnance 
Assessment-Viability Assessment (TSPA-VA) Analyses Technical Basis Document - Chapter 5, Waste 
Package Degradation Modeling And Abstraction, pp. 5-27 to 5-29), with the exception that a two- 
tier thermal loading design feature as specified in the License Application Design Selection (LADS) 
study was analyzed. The particular design feature evaluated in this report is a modification of the 
repository horizon elevation and layout within the Topopah Springs Member of Yucca Mountain. 
Specifically, the modification consists of adding a second level, 50-m above the base case repository 
layout. Two options were considered, representing two variations in thermal loading. In Design 
Feature 25e (designated DF25e), each level has an Areal Mass Loading (AML) of 42.5 MTUIacre 
(i.e., half the VA base case). In Design Feature 25f (designated DF250, each level has an AML of 
64MTUIacre. As a result of the change in waste package placement relative to the TSPA-VA base- 
case design, different temperature and relative humidity time histories at the waste package surface 
are calculated (input to the WAPDEG simulations), and consequently different waste package failure 
histories (as calculated by WAPDEG) result. 
2.0 Method 
Temperature and relative humidity (RH) time histories at the waste package surface are calculated 
elsewhere and provided as input to this WAPDEG simulation. These histories are pre-processed into 
a form suitable for use as input to the WAPDEG stochastic simulation code (CRWMS M&O 1998b. 
SofhYare Routine Report for WAPDEG (Version 3.09)) through the use of the pre-processor 
Mkhistory (CRWMS M&O 1998c. SofhYare Routine Report for Mkhistory (Version 1.00)). 
Based on user-supplied input, the stochastic simulation code WAPDEG is used to generate waste 
package failure profiles. WAPDEG7s inputs include time-varying histories of the temperature and 
relative humidity at the waste package surface (as discussed above), various temperature and relative 
humidity thresholds for corrosion initiation, corrosion models, and corrosion model parameter 
distributions. A waste package may fail either through localized corrosion processes (pitting or 
crevice corrosion), leading to small pinhole perforations (generically referred to as "pits"), or through 
general corrosion processes leading to much larger "patch" perforations. More detailed discussions 
of the WAPDEG conceptual model are given elsewhere (CRWMS M&O 1998a. Total System 
Performance Assessment-Viability Assessment (TSPA-VA) Analyses Technical Basis Document - 
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Chapter 5, Waste Package Degradation Modeling And Abstraction, pp. 5-27 to 5-29) (DTN: 
M09807MWDWAPDG.000). The waste package failure profiles calculated by WAPDEG consist 
of time-varying measures of the number of pit and patch penetrations on each failed waste package. 
The WAPDEG post-processor, Post308 (CRWMS M&O 1998b. Software Routine Report for . 
WAPDEG (Version 3.09), Appendix D), abstracts this information, to produce one RIP input table 
(Golder Associates 1998, pp. 7-22 through 7-25) per WAPDEG simulation. The RIP input table 
contains: 
The package failure versus time curve for the simulation 
The average number of pit penetrations per failed waste package versus time curve 
The average number of patch penetrations per failed waste package versus time curve. 
Post308 has two main objectives, it reformats the WAPDEG output to conform to the RIP 
multidimensional table format, and decreases the number of points (if necessary) in each of the three 
curves discussed above to 83, through a process of time averaging. 
More detailed discussions of the WAPDEG version 3.09 and Post308 codes appear elsewhere 
(CRWMS M&O 1998b. Software Routine Report for WAPDEG (Version 3.09)). 
3.0 Assumptions 
No assumptions are made in executing Mkhistory. The limitations on the Mkhistory software routine 
and on the validity of the resulting output are discussed in detail in Mkhistory's Software Routine 
Report (CRWMS M&O 1998c. Software Routine Report for Mkhistory (Version 1.00)). These 
limitations have no effect on the results of this calculation. 
For the calculations involved in attaining a post processed table for input into RIP there are two steps 
to consider: 1) Execution of the WAPDEG code and; 2) Post processing of WAPDEG output for 
creation of tables for input to RIP. There are several assumptions necessary to consider for the 
WAPDEG simulations. The assumptions used to model waste package degradation in this 
calculation are identical to those used in the TSPA-VA REV 01 base case calculation (CRWMS 
M&O 1998d. Creating Input Tables from WAPDEG for RIP) (DTN: M098lOSPA00013.000). 
Although WAPDEG version 3.07 (CRWMS M&O 1998j. Software Routine Report for WAPDEG 
(Version 3.07)) was used in the TSPA-VA base case calculation and WAPDEG version 3.09 is used 
in the present calculation, the assumptions listed in the TSPA-VA REV 01 base case calculation are 
correct and applicable to the present calculation. This is due to the fact that the additional features 
of WAPDEG version 3.09 relative to WAPDEG version 3.07 are not used in this calculation. No 
additional assumptions pertaining to the use of the WAPDEG code are made as a result of 
considering the two-tier thermal loading design feature. No additional assumptions pertaining to the 
use of the Post308 code are made as a result of considering the two-tier thermal loading design 
feature. 
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4.0 Use of Computer Software 
4.1. Software Approved for QA Work 
Mkhistory version 1.00 (CRWMS M&O 1998c. Software Routine Report for Mkhistory (Version 
1.00)) was used to pre-process the thermal hydrologic time, temperature, and relative humidity 
"histories" into a format usable by the WAPDEG code. The following information has been obtained 
from the Software Configuration Secretary (SCS) relative to this software: 
Software Name: Mkhistory 
Software Version: 1 .OO 
CSCI Identifier: 30080 V1.00 
Document Identifier: 30080-2999, REV 00 
Media Identifier: 30080-M04-00 1, REV 00 
Software Change Request: LSBR 194 
This software routine was obtained from the Software Configuration Manager in accordance with 
appropriate procedures. Mkhistory was executed on a DELL PowerEdge 2200 Workstation equipped 
with Dual (2) Pentium 1I 266 MHz processors (CRWMS M&O tags 112371, 112517) in the 
Windows NT 4.0 operating system. Mkhistory version 1.00 has gone through the complete 
verification and validation process required by QAP-SI-0 REV 04 for a software routine and is thus 
a fully qualified software routine approved for use in quality affecting work. Mkhistory was used 
within the range of values tested and documented within its Software Routine Report (CRWMS 
M&O 1998c. SofhYare Routine Report for Mkhistory (Version 1.00)). 
Mkhistory version 1.00 is an appropriate tool for this application, because it is able to read input data 
and produce output files that can be used as input into WAPDEG. 
4.2. Software Routines 
The software used to perform the waste package degradation simulations was WAPDEG version 
3.09 (CRWMS M&O 1998b. SofhYare Routine Report for WAPDEG (Version 3.09)) (TBV-568) and 
its post processor, Post308 (CRWMS M&O 1998b. SofhYare Routine Report for WAPDEG (Version 
3.09), Appendix D) (TBV-568). The following has been obtained from the Software Configuration 
Secretary (SCS) relative to this software routine: 
Software Name: WAPDEG 
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Software Version: 3.09 
CSCI Identifier: 30048 V3.09 
Document Identifier: 30048-2999, REV 02 
Media Identifier: 30048-M04-00 1, REV 02 
Software Change Request: LSBR 177 
This software was obtained from the Software Configuration Manager in accordance with 
appropriate procedures. The WAPDEG simulations were executed on a DELL PowerEdge 2200 
Workstation equipped with Dual (2) Pentium 11 266 MHz processors (CRWMS M&O tags 11237 1, 
112517) in the Windows NT 4.0 operating system. The post processing was accomplished on a 
DELL PowerEdge 2200 Workstation equipped with Dual (2) Pentium I1 266 MHz processors 
(CRWMS M&O tags 112371,112517) in the Windows NT 4.0 operating system. 
WAPDEG version 3.09 is an appropriate tool for this application, because it was specifically 
designed to calculate waste package failure profiles in a manner consistent with the information 
requirements of the RIP code. Although there has been a Software Routine Report (SRR) prepared 
for version 3.09 of the WAPDEG code (CRWMS M&O 1998b. SofhYare Routine Report for 
WAPDEG (Version 3.09)), WAPDEG did not go through the complete verification and validation 
process required by QAP-SI-0 REV 04 when effective, so it is not to be considered qualified and has 
been designated "to be verified" (TBV-568). WAPDEG version 3.09 was used within the range of 
values tested and documented in its Software Routine Report (CRWMS M&O 1998b. SofhYare 
Routine Report for WAPDEG (Version 3.09)). 
Post308 is an appropriate tool for this application, because it is able to read WAPDEG output files 
and post-process them to make tables for input into RIP. Although all of the documentation 
necessary to fully qualify the Post308 code has been included in the WAPDEG version 3.09 SRR 
(CRWMS M&O 1998b. Software Routine Report for WAPDEG (Version 3.09), Appendix D), since 
WAPDEG version 3.09 did not go through the complete verification and validation process required 
by QAP-SI-0 REV 04 when effective, Post308 is not to be considered qualified and has been 
designated "to be verified" (TBV-568). Post308 was used within the range of values tested and 
documented in its Software Routine Report (CRWMS M&O 1998b. Software Routine Report for 
WAPDEG (Version 3.09), Appendix D). 
5.0 Calculation 
5.1. Description 
Files containing the thermal hydrologic time, temperature, and relative humidity (RH) "histories" 
at the surface of waste packages in the northeast region of the repository were obtained (DTN: 
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LL98 1109004242.064, LL981109 104242.065) and are included in the electronic media supporting 
this calculation (CRWMS M&O 19981. Supporting Media for RTP Input Tables From WAPDEG For 
LA Design Selection: Repository Horizon Elevation - 2-level AML 50% and Near Maximum) (DTN: 
M09906MWDWAP61.001) (it was necessary to replace the designators "lower-data" and 
"upper-data" with "1" and "u" respectively from each thermal hydrologic file name to satisfy the 40 
character Mkhistory maximum file name length requirement). Bin numbers and model identifiers 
organize these histories with file names like NE_snf-mean-00-noBF-42- 
2-c j1-22-05b-upper-data, The nomenclature of this file name reflects the data are for the 
following: the Northeast (NE) region of the potential repository; spent nuclear fuel (snf) waste 
packages; the "mean" infiltration rate; the zeroth (00) thermal hydrologic history file bin; no backfill 
(noBF); long-term average climate conditions (22); and this is a data file (data). The designators 
"42-2" and "64-2" refer to DF25e and DF25f respectively. The last designators (lower-data and 
upper-data) refer to the lower and upper tiers (levels) of the proposed design. The designators "c", 
and "j 1" that appear in each file name are not relevant to this calculation. These text files contain 
columns of ASCII numerical data. Column 1 contains the time (years), Column 2 the waste package 
surface temperature ("C), Column 3 the relative humidity at the waste package surface (fraction), 
Column 4 the air mass fraction (Xair), Column 5 the liquid saturation in the invert (fraction), 
Column 6 the drift wall temperature ("C), and Column 7 the drift wall relative humidity (fraction). 
In this calculation four WAPDEG runs are made using a total of 47 (DF25e-lower 12 files, DF25e- 
upper 16 files, DF25f-lower 8 files, and DF25f-upper 1 I files) thermal hydrologic history files, each 
distinguished by differing values of the thermal hydrologic history file bin number and the 42-2 64-2 
designators. 
These thermal hydrologic history files were processed by the Mkhistory code (after the "lower-data" 
or "upper-data" designator was removed from each thermal hydrologic history file name). The bulk 
(but not all) of Mkhistory's processing is devoted to copying Columns 1, 2, and 3 (the columns 
containing the time, temperature and RH at the waste package surface) from the thermal hydrologic 
history files named in Column 1 of the Mkhistory input file (NEsfnoBF109elcj12203b.mk) to the 
file named in Column 2 of the Mkhistory input file. Note that the first row of ASCII numerical data 
(corresponding to time equals 0 years) is not copied to the file named in Column 2 of the Mkhistory 
input file as discussed in the Mkhistory SRR (CRWMS M&O 1998c. Software Routine Report for 
Mkhistory (Version 1.00)). The initial contents of NEsfnoBF422cj 12205bl.mk are: 
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i.e., 12 thermal hydrologic history files are to be processed by Mkhistory and data from 
NE-snfmean-00-noBF-42-2-c J 1-22-05b-1 is to be copied to NEsfOOnoBF422cj 12205bl.hst, etc. 
The above are the contents of NEsfnoBF422cj 12205bl.mk before execution of Mkhistory (several 
data segments are appended to this file during Mkhistory program execution as discussed in the 
Mkhistory SRR (CRWMS M&O 199%. Somare Routine Report for Mkhistory (Version 1.00)). The 
thermal hydrologic history files before and after processing by Mkhistory and the 
NEsfnoBF109elcj 12203b.mk file after execution of Mkhistory are included in the electronic media 
supporting this calculation (CRWMS M&O 199%. Supporting Media for RIP Input Tables From 
WAPDEG For LA Design Selection: Repository Horizon Elevation - 2-level AML 50% and Near 
Maximum) (DTN: M09906MWDWAP6 1.001) (DTN: M09906MWDWAP6 1.001). 
WAPDEG version 3.09 requires several input files (*.inp, *.cdf, and *.hst files, see below) (DTN: 
M09906MWDWAP61.001) and creates several output files (*.aux, *.bin, *.cam, *.crm, *.out, *.pat) 
@TN: M09906MWDWAP61.001). Post308 reads from the *.bin, *.pat, *.out files of the WAPDEG 
version. 3.09 runs and creates several output files (*.asc, *.dat, *.rip) (DTN: 
M09906MWDWAP61.001). The *.rip files can be used as input to RIP and are described in Section 
6.0. 
Analyzing waste package failure histories with the WAPDEG code and creating the associated RIP 
input tables requires the use of a number of files for the WAPDEG code to read. The following are 
the files required for WAPDEG: 
1) Files containing the relative humidity (RH) and temperature histories at the surface of waste 
packages (the *.hst files discussed above) (DTN: M09906MWDWAP61.001). 
2) Cumulative distribution function (cdf) for the temperature threshold for the onset of carbon steel 
corrosion. This threshold is used for the outer barrier or corrosion allowance material (CAM) 
(file: TThresh.cdf) (CRWMS M&O 1998e. Cumulative Distribution Functions for the 
Temperature Threshold for the Onset of Carbon Steel Corrosion) (DTN: 
M098 10SPA00013.000). 
3) One cdf each for the RH threshold for the onset of humid-air corrosion (file: HARH.cdf) and the 
transition from humid-air corrosion to aqueous corrosion (file: AQRH.cdf) for the CAM outer 
barrier (CRWMS M&O 1998f. Cumulative Distribution Functions for the Relative Humidity 
Thresholds for the Onset of Carbon Steel Corrosion) @TN: M098 10SPA00013.000). 
4) Cumulative distribution functions for the CRM general corrosion rates with no drips at 25, 50, 
and 100°C (files: gnd17550.cdf, gnd27550.cdf, gnd37550.cdf ) (CRWMS M&O 19988. 
Cumulative Distribution Functions for No Drip Corrosion Resistant Material General Corrosion 
Model) (DTN: M098 10SPA000 13.000). 
5) Cumulative distribution functions for general corrosion rates under dripping for the inner barrier 
corrosion resistant material (CRM) at 25, 50, and 100°C (files: g8415050.cdf, g8425050.cdf, 
g8435050.cdf) (CRWMS M&O 1998h. Cumulative Distribution Functions for the Dripping 
Case of the Corrosion Resistant Material General Corrosion Model) (DTN: 
M098 10SPA00013.000). 
6) The above file names and other model parameters are contained in the WAPDEG input file 
(*.inp) for the particular simulation being executed. With the exception of the thermal hydrologic 
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time, temperature, and relative humidity history files discussed in 1) above, the other parameters 
in the WAPDEG input file are identical to those discussed in the TSPA-VA REV 01 base case 
calculation (CRWMS M&O 1998d. Creating Input Tables from WAPDEG for RIP, Section 5.0) 
(DTN: M098 10SPA00013.000). 
The input files discussed above are used by WAPDEG to produce waste package degradation 
profiles. The waste package degradation profiles resulting from a WAPDEG simulation are then read 
by the post processor, Post308, which generates a table in a format appropriate for input into RIP 
(Golder Associates 1998, pp. 7-22 through 7-25). The RIP input table contains: 
1) The fraction of waste packages failed versus time curve for the simulation, 
2) The average number of pit penetrations per failed waste package versus time curve and, 
3) The average number of patch penetrations per failed waste package versus time curve. 
5.1.1. Mkhistory Input Files and Parameters Used 
Four Mkhistory input files were used (NEsfnoBF422cj 12205bl.mk, NEsfnoBF42-2cj 12205bu.mk, 
NEsfnoBF64-2cj 12205bl.mk, and NEsfnoBF64-2cj 12205bu.mk). The file names specified in the 
first column of the Mkhistory input files are read by Mkhistory and the file names specified in the 
second column contain Mkhistory output. The user-supplied total number of waste packages used 
was 1 million. 
5.1.2. WAPDEG Input Files qnd Parameters Used 
Eight WAPDEG input files were used to generate the RIP input tables for the License Application 
Design Selection analysis of the two-tier thermal loading repository design: NElaSsSf25el.inp, 
NEOaSsGf25el.inp, NEla5sSf25eu.inp, NEOaSs6f25eu.inp, NElaSsSf25fl.inp, NEOaSsGf25fl.inp, 
NElaSsSf25fu.inp, and NEOaSs6f25fu.inp. These input files are included in the electronic media 
supporting this calculation (CRWMS M&O 1998i. Supporting Media for RIP Input Tables From 
WAPDEG For LA Design Selection: Repository Horizon Elevation - 2-level AML 50% and Near 
Maximum) (DTN: M09906MWDWAP61.001). The first two characters of the input file name 
indicate that the WAPDEG simulations apply to the northeast (NE) region of the repository. The next 
character (0 or 1) indicates respectively that a no-drip case is being simulated or that 100% of the 
waste package surface is subjected to dripping throughout the simulation. The next two characters 
(a5) indicate that the file is for the base case infiltration. The next two characters (s5 or s6) refer to 
the different uncertaintylvariability split and percentile used of the uncertainty distribution for the 
median of the CRM general corrosion rate variability distributions (CRWMS M&O 19988. 
Cumulative Distribution Functions for No Drip Corrosion Resistant Material General Corrosion 
Model) (DTN: M09810SPA00013.000). The classifications are as follows: 
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UncertaintyNariability Splitting 
(0.25 Uncertainty = 0.75 Variability, etc.) 
Uncertainty 
1 0.25 0.50 0.75 
I 
From the above table, it is apparent that an input file with s5 designator (e.g. NElaSsSf25el.inp) uses 
a 50% uncertainty - 50% variability split and use the 50" percentile of the uncertainty distribution 
for the median of the CRM general corrosion rate variability distributions. An input files with s6 
designator (e.g. NEOa5s6f25el.inp) uses a 75% uncertainty - 25% variability split and use the 5oth 
percentile of the uncertainty distribution for the median of the CRM general corrosion rate variability 
distributions. The next five characters in the input file name (the designators f25e1, f25eu, f25fl, or 
f25fu) indicate that these input files pertain to Design Feature 25 of the LADS study (DF25e lower 
and upper tier and DF25f lower and upper tier, respectively). For reference, below is shown the input 
file NElaSsSf25el.inp used in the WAPDEG simulation: 
NEla5sSf25el.inp Bryan Bullard 
lower level feature 25e (42-2) 
snf, always drip, 100% 
Uncertainty/Variability=50/50 drip, 50th Quantile 
START OF PARAMETERS 
3.09 
12 
NEsfOOnoBF422cj12205bl.hst 
9189, O., 0. 
NEsfOlnoBF422cj12205bl.hst 
554025, O., 0. 
NEsf02noBF422cj12205bl.hst 
45852, O., 0. 
NEsfllnoBF422cj12205bl.hst 
87566, O., 0. 
NEsf12noBF422cj12205bl.hst 
140720, O., 0. 
NEsf21noBF422cj12205bl.hst 
13424, O., 0. 
NEsf22noBF422cj12205bl.hst 
79685, O., 0. 
NEsf31noBF422cj12205bl.hst 
5562, O., 0. 
NEsf32noBF422cj12205bl.hst 
46451, O., 0. 
NEsf42noBF422cj12205bl.hst 
12212, o., 0. 
NEsf51noBF422cj12205bl.hst 
1814, O., 0. 
NEsf52noBF422cj12205bl.hst 
3506, O., 0. 
10.0, 2.0 
75., 0.35 
400, 964, 3100, 3100 
Version number of code 
Number of alternate histories 
History file 1 
packs/history, T std, RH std 
History file 2 
packs/history, T std, RH std 
History file 3 
packs/history, T std, RH std 
History file 4 
packs/history, T std, RH std 
History file 5 
packs/history, T std, RH std 
History file 6 
packs/history, T std, RH std 
History file 7 
packs/history, T std, RH std 
History file 8 
packs/history, T std, RH std 
History file 9 
packs/history, T std, RH std 
History file10 
packs/history, T std, RH std 
History file11 
packs/history, T std, RH std 
History f ilel2 
packs/history, T std, RH std 
Thickness of outer, inner barriers (cm) 
% thick to fail CRM, frac variance to packs 
Number of packs, patches/pack, pits/patch 
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1.0, 1.e6, 1200 
1.e4, 5.e4, 1.e5, l.e6 
304058394, F, F 
0.0, 0.0 
180., 180. 
Fixed 
1. 
Fixed 
1. 
Fixed 
0. 
Fixed 
1000000. 
T, F 
Fixed 
0.0 
1.0 
[No Drip Model, CAM] 
CAMGeneral+PitMultiples 
B-Normal 
1.5, 0.25, 1.0, 1.0e6 
[No Drip Model, CRM] 
CRMGeneralRateOnly 
3, l.e+6 
25. 
File 
gnd17550.cdf 
50. 
File 
gnd27550. cdf 
100. 
File 
gnd37550.cdf 
[No Drip Features] 
File 
TThresh.cdf 
File 
HARH . cdf 
File 
AQRH . cdf 
1.0 
0.0, 0.0 
0.0 
Fixed 
1.0 
Fixed 
1.0 
1.0 
[Neutral Drip Model, CAM] 
CAMGeneral+PitMultiples 
B-Normal 
1.5, 0.25, 1.0, 1.0e6 
[Neutral Drip Model, CRM] 
CRMGenrate+ArrheniusPit 
3, 1 .e+6 
25. 
File 
g8415050.cdf 
50. 
Bin start time & end time (y), and # of bins 
Output times (y) for cumul. pit penetrations 
Random# seed, restart flag, ignore CAM variance 
Max temp, RH change over a time step (C, %RH) 
Angle defining top/bottom (degrees) 
Distribution for fraction top seeing drips 
Distribution parameter(s) 
Distribution for fraction bottom seeing drips 
Distribution parameter(s) 
Distribution for dripping start time 
Distribution parameter(s) 
Distribution for dripping stop time 
Distribution parameter(s) 
Neutral(T/F) water initially, new water (T/F) 
l~istr for time range for ceramic protection 
l~istribution parameter(s) 
l~ackage variance share 
l~his segment always required 
[CAM corrosion model for no drips 
l~istribution for pit multiple 
I~ean, StDev, Min, Max 
l~his segment always required 
ICRM corrosion model for drips 
l~umber of dists (temps), max CRM rate 
/Temp appropriate for dist #1 
l~istribution type for #1 
l~istribution parameter (s) 
l~emp appropriate for dist #1 
l~istribution type for #1 
l~istribution parameter (s) 
l~emp appropriate for dist #2 
l~istribution type for #2 
l~istribution parameter (s) 
l~his segment always required 
IDistr for thermal protection temperature 
l~istribution parameter(s) 
Dist type for humid-air initiation 
Distribution parameter(s) 
Dist type for humid-air/aqueous transition 
Distribution parameter(s) 
RH correlation factor 
Galvanic protect depth %, % patches protected 
Spalling depth as a % of thickness 
Dist for multiple for CAM corrosion rate 
Distribution parameter(s) 
Dist for multiple for CRM corrosion rate 
Distribution parameter(s) 
l~ack variance share for multiples 
l~equired if any non-neutral drips can be seen 
CAM corrosion model for no drips 
Distribution for pit multiple 
Mean, StDev, Min, Max 
Required if any non-neutral drips can be seen 
CRM corrosion model for drips, 
Number of dists (temps), max CRM rate 
l~emp appropriate for dist #1 
l~istribution type for #1 
l~istribution parameter (s) 
/Temp appropriate for dist #1 
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File 
File 
g8435050.cdf 
Norma 1 
11.275, 2.4495 
Fixed 
5.5494e+003 
Fixed 
0.5 
[Neutral Drip Features] 
File 
TThresh.cdf 
Uniform 
80., 100. 
File 
HARH. cdf 
File 
AQRH . cdf 
1.0 
0.0, 0.0 
0.0 
Fixed 
1.0 
Fixed 
1.0 
1.0 
Distribution type for #1 
Distribution parameter (s) 
Temp appropriate for dist #2 
Distribution type for #2 
Distribution parameter (s) 
Distribution type for A (bO) 
Distribution parameter(s) 
Distribution type for K (bl) 
Distribution parameter(s) 
Distribution type for n 
Distribution parameter(s1 
Required if any non-neutral drips can be seen 
Distr for thermal protection temperature 
Distribution parameter(s) 
Dist type for CRM LC T init 
Distribution parameter 
Dist type for humid-air initiation 
Distribution parameter(s) 
Dist type for humid-air/aqueous transition 
Distribution parameter(s) 
RH correlation factor 
.Galvanic protect depth %, % patches protected 
Spalling depth as a % of thickness 
Dist for multiple for CAM corrosion rate 
Distribution parameter(s) 
Dist for multiple for CRM corrosion rate 
Distribution parameter(s) 
Pack variance share for multiples 
One should note that the "number of packs" on the fourth input file line after the last history file 
name is 400 for both input files and that the sum of the LLpacks/history" (the first value on each line 
after the history file name) differs from this value (since Mkhistory was executed with a user- 
supplied 1 million total number of waste packages). In the case where the "number of packs" differs 
with the sum of the "packs/history," WAPDEG normalizes the "packs/history" to the "number of 
packs" based on the fraction of the sum of the entered "packs/history" for all histories used (i.e., the 
"packs/history7' are normalized so that they sum to 400 (the "number of packs")). 
To gain a deeper understanding of the WAPDEG code, refer to the Software Routine Report for 
WAPDEG (CRWMS M&O 1998b. SofhYare Routine Report for WAPDEG (Version 3.09)). 
5.2. Procedure 
Mkhistory was executed in a Windows NT 4.0 MS-DOS prompt window. Mkhistory prompts the 
user for a list-file name (i.e., NEsfnoBF422cj 12205bl.mk). The Mkhistory program then prompts 
the user for the total number of waste packages to be considered. The user entered "1000000". 
WAPDEG was executed in a Windows NT 4.0 MS-DOS prompt window. WAPDEG prompts the 
user for the WAPDEG input file name, e.g., NEla5~5f25el.inp. 
The "raw" output from a WAPDEG simulation consists of six files: a *.out file, *.pat file, *.bin file, 
*.crrn file, *.cam file, and *.aux file (where "*" is the input file name prefix). The content and format 
of these files are discussed in the WAPDEG version 3.09 Software Routine Report (CRWMS M&O 
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1998b, Section 4.1). These files are also included in the electronic media supporting this calculation 
(CRWMS M&O 1998i. Supporting Media for RIP Input Tables From WAPDEG For LA Design 
Selection: Repository Horizon Elevation - 2-level AML 50% and Near Maximum) (DTN: 
M09906MWDWAP6 1 .OO 1). Only the *.out (waste package failure curves), *.pat (cumulative 
number of patch penetrations for each waste package), and *.bin (cumulative number of pit 
penetrations for each waste package) files are used by Post308 to create the RIP input tables. 
In order to create the tables for input to RIP, Post308 is executed in a Windows NT 4.0 MS-DOS 
prompt window within the same directory as the output files from WAPDEG (i.e., *.bin, *.pat, 
*.out). The program prompts the user for the particular filename prefix that is common to the 
WAPDEG simulation output files to be post processed. After the program post processes the 
WAPDEG output, it prompts the user to enter a file name for the RIP input table to be created. The 
RIP input tables were chosen to have the same prefix name as the corresponding WAPDEG input 
files with a *.rip extension. The output from the post processor consists of three files; *.asc, *.dat, 
and *.rip. The content and format of these files are discussed in the WAPDEG version 3.09 Software 
Routine Report (CRWMS M&O 1998b, Appendix D). These files are also included in the electronic 
media supporting this calculation (CRWMS M&O 199% Supporting Media for RIP Input Tables 
From WAPDEG For LA Design Selection: Repository Horizon Elevation - 2-level AML 50% and 
Near Maximum) (DTN: M09906MWDWAP6 1.001). 
6.0 Results 
Since unqualified inputs were used in the development of the results presented in this section, they 
should be considered TBV. This document will not directly support any construction, fabrication, 
or procurement activity, and therefore, the inputs and outputs are not required to be procedurally 
controlled as TBV. However, any use of the data from this analysis for inputs into documents 
supporting construction, fabrication, or procurement is required to be controlled as TBV in 
accordance with appropriate procedures. Furthermore, this calculation makes use of software 
(WAPDEG version 3.09 and Post308) that are unqualified (TBV-568). 
All input and output files relevant to this calculation are included in the electronic media supporting 
this calculation (CRWMS M&O 19981. Supporting Media for RIP Input Tables From WAPDEG For 
LA Design Selection: Repository Horizon Elevation - 2-level AML 50% and Near Maximum) (DTN: 
M09906MWDWAP61.001). For brevity, only selected files are reproduced in hardcopy form within 
this section. 
The primary outputs of Mkhistory are the *.hst files used as input to WAPDEG. For reference the 
contents of NEsfOOnoBF42-2cj 12205bu.hst are: 
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The other outputs of Mkhistory are appended to the *.mk files and consist of the history file input 
segment (i.e., all the text in the input file lines from "12 ]Number of alternate histories" to "8548, 
O., 0. Ipackslhistory, T std, RH std"), documentation of the sum of the fraction and total 
number of waste packages represented by each history, and a text segment that could be used to 
graph all of the histories processed. These files are contained in the electronic media supporting this 
calculation (CRWMS M&O 19981. Supporting Media for RIP Input Tables From WAPDEG For LA 
Design Selection: Repository Horizon Elevation - 2-level AML 50% and Near Maximum) (DTN: 
M09906MWDWAP61.001). 
The primary outputs of the Post308 post processor are the RIP input tables. The RIP input tables are 
formatted as multidimensional lookup-tables as discussed in the RIP - Theory Manual and User's 
Guide (Golder Associates 1998, pp. 7-22 through 7-25). 
For reference the RIP input table NElaSs5f25fu.rip (DTN: M09906MWDWAP61.001) is shown 
below. 
! From wapdeg file: NEla5s5f25fu 
! From wapdeg version: 3.09 
! Postprocessor: post308 
! NEla5s5f25fu.inp Bryan Bullard 
! upper level feature 25f (64-2) 
! snf, always drip, 100% 
! Uncertainty/Variability=50/50 drip, 50th Quantile 
! 
! START OF PARAMETERS 
2 
3 83 
1 2 3  
0.0000 
2599.1596 
3539.6796 
7983.4521 
15226.7235 
19859.4680 
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The RIP input table consists of a column of times in years (the first single column of data) followed 
by three columns consisting of the fraction of waste packages failed, the number of pit penetrations 
per failed waste package, and the number of patch penetrations per failed waste package. These last 
three columns all share the same time grid (the first single column of data). 
Presented below is a graph (derived from the NElaSsSf25fu.dat file) of the first breach (either by 
patch or pit penetration) curves of both the CAM (outer carbon steel) and CRM (inner Alloy 22) 
barriers, and the first patch and first pit penetration curves of the CRM inner barrier for the DF25f 
upper tier dripping (NElaSsSf25fu.inp) case: 
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Fraction of Packages Failed vs. Time - LADS-F25f 
Upper Level, NE snf, Always Drip 
0.0 
1 02 1 o3 1 o4 1 o5 ID6 
Time (years) 
Below is shown a graph of the average number of patch penetrations per failed waste package 
(derived from the NEla5s5f25fu.a~~ file): 
I 
Average Patch History vs. Time - LADS-F25f 
Upper Level, NE snf, Always Drip 
160 
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: 
lo2 103 1 04 I 05 1 o6 
Time (years) 
- CAM 1 st Breach 
CRM 1 st Breach 
 CRM 1 st Pit 
- - CRMlst  
Presented below is a graph of the average number of pit penetrations per failed waste package (also 
derived from the NEla5s5f25fu.a~~ file): 
- ........... 
- ......................... 
- ............ 
I 
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Average Pit History vs. Time - LADS-F25f 
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The first breach curve for the CRM, the average number of patch penetrations per failed waste 
package curve, and the average number pit penetrations per failed waste package curve are also 
represented in the RIP input table, NEla5s5f25fu.rip. 
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